Based on the st~uctuzL~m, we propose a generative semantic model which has a topological information space generative grammar as basic rules.
Def.l Space Constitution Grammar : Gi
where property production rule P2 is a finite set of production rules of the form: P2 : A ÷ ~ , where Ae VN2 ,
g { a, ~ , ca, aa -l, aba-lb -I, The Topological Information Space Generative Grammar : G I
where G1, G2 and G3 are sub-grammars defined above. And the relations among three levels are as follows:
Def. 5 The Topological Information Space : I I = I(Gi) (13) The topological information space generated by G T is written as eq.(13) Def. 6 The Syntax Generative Grammar:'G The Semantic Algebraic System:~i
The semantic algebraic systen~ ~I is defined as ~I = < I, I I, E I> (15) where I is the information space defined by GT, and IT, E T are the interior and extePior operators on I respectively.
Generally speaking interior operators are functlons I I (n~2), and exterior operators are functions I×2÷I, where is an exterior operator.
Def.8
The Syntactic Algebraic S~tem:~s
The syntactic algebraic system is defined as ~s = < P' Is' Es > (16) where ~ is a set of P-markers generated by G, and I and E are the interior and exterior op~ratorsSon ~.
Def.9
The meaning affix mapping : 
